Real-Time Upper-Ocean Temperature Observations from Aircraft during Operational Hurricane Reconnaissance Missions: AXBT Demonstration Project Year One Results
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ABSTRACT

Thousands of aircraft observations of upper-ocean thermal structures have been obtained during hurricane and typhoon research field experiments in recent decades. The results from these experiments suggest a strong correlation between upper-ocean thermal variability and tropical cyclone (TC) intensity change. In response to these results, during the Office of the Federal Coordinator of Meteorology (OFCM) 2011 Interdepartmental Hurricane Conference (IHC), the Working Group for Hurricane and Winter Storms Operations and Research (WG/HWSOR) approved a 3-yr project to demonstrate the usefulness of airborne expendable bathythermographs (AXBTs) in an operational setting. The goal of this project was to initialize and validate coupled TC forecast models and was extended to improve input to statistical intensity forecast models. During the first season of the demonstration project, 109 AXBTs were deployed between 28 July and 28 August 2011. Successes included AXBT deployment from WC-130J aircraft during operational reconnaissance missions tasked by the National Hurricane Center (NHC), real-time onboard and postflight data processing, real-time data transmission to U.S. Navy and NOAA hurricane numerical prediction centers, and near-real-time assimilation of upper-ocean temperature observations into the Naval Research Laboratory Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System-Tropical Cyclones (COAMPS-TC) forecast model. Initial results showed 1) increased model accuracy in upper-ocean temperatures, 2) minor improvements in TC track forecasts, and 3) minor improvements in TC intensity forecasts in both coupled dynamical and statistical models [COAMPS-TC and the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS), respectively].

1. Introduction

a. Project motivation and background

Results from recent field experiments, including The Observing System Research and Predictability Experiment (THORPEX) Pacific Asian Regional Campaign (T-PARC), Tropical Cyclone Structure 2008 (TCS-08), and the Impact of Typhoons on the Ocean in the Pacific (ITOP), as well as feature-based modeling studies (e.g., Yablonsky and Ginis 2008), have strongly suggested that the inclusion of upper-ocean temperature observations in coupled numerical models can improve tropical cyclone (TC) track and intensity forecast accuracy (e.g., Black et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011). In light of these results, the Working Group for Hurricane and Winter Storms Operations and Research (WG/HWSOR) approved a multiyear Airborne Expendable Bathythermograph
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Demonstration Project beginning in the 2011 North Atlantic hurricane season (WG/HWSOR 2011). The primary objectives of the first year of the demonstration project were 1) to determine whether AXBT measurements made during operational reconnaissance flights could be routinely assimilated on a near-real-time basis in coupled prediction models and 2) to assess the impact of the AXBT data on modeled upper-ocean temperature and TC track and intensity predictions. Implicit in the first objective is the demonstration that (i) the AXBTs could be launched on a not-to-interfere basis with standard reconnaissance tasks; (ii) the signals could be recorded and processed on board the aircraft in real time; (iii) the data could pass the initial quality control (QC) on the aircraft via despiking and smoothing routines; (iv) the data could be formatted for real-time transmission, including coding in BATHY format for transmission in real time to the world via the Global Telecommunications Service (GTS); and (v) the observations could be sent off the aircraft in real time to modeling centers, including the Naval Research Laboratory via the Naval Oceanographic Office and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Environmental Modeling Center. Implicit in the second objective is the demonstration that (i) would not only pass the QC but (ii) also improve the representation of the ocean in the initialization, and that (iii) this improvement would impact the coupled model forecasts of TC forecast track and intensity. Through significant interagency coordination and support from the U.S. Air Force (USAF) 53rd Weather Reconnaissance Squadron (WRS), 109 AXBTs were deployed between 28 July and 28 August 2011 on a not-to-interfere basis with normal operations. A total 84 of these AXBT observations passed an initial quality control check at the Naval Oceanographic Office (Fig. 1).

The upper ocean has been periodically sampled in the vicinity of TCs by ships and aircraft for nearly four decades. Originally, AXBTs were deployed from U.S. Navy WC-121 aircraft during Project Stormfury in 1971 and shortly thereafter from National Hurricane Research Project (NHRP) DC-6 and C-130H aircraft (Black 1983). Beginning in 1978, AXBTs were deployed from the new (at the time) WP-3D aircraft and were followed by extensive expendable profiler deployments including AXBTs, airborne expendable conductivity–temperature–depth sensors (AXCTDs), and airborne expendable current profilers (AXCPs) that were deployed before, during, and after Atlantic hurricanes from WP-3D hurricane research flights conducted jointly by the NOAA Aircraft Operations Center (AOC), the NOAA/Hurricane Research Division (HRD), and the University of Miami (e.g., Shay et al. 1989; Shay and Brewster 2010).

The 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project was the first to incorporate AXBT drops into routine operational WC-130J flights, which have composed an average of 75% of the total operational TC reconnaissance flights over the past 3 years. The purpose of this paper is 1) to give the background and purpose of the AXBT Demonstration Project; 2) to explain the operational methodology, including drop patterns, processing procedure, data path, and interagency coordination employed during the 2011 North Atlantic hurricane season; 3) to present an initial set of results from the inclusion of AXBT data in both statistical and dynamical numerical prediction models; and 4) to outline plans for a future operational AXBT program.

Theoretical basis

The ocean provides the heat energy required for the development and maintenance of TCs (Riehl 1950). The warmer the sea surface is beneath a tropical cyclone, the more heat energy is available to the TC (Emanuel 1986, 1999). The amount of heat energy available to a TC from the upper ocean has, in the past, been parameterized in numerical models using sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in an attempt to quantify the direct effect on TC intensity (e.g., Brand 1971). Within the past decade, however, ocean heat content (OHC) has been shown to be another valuable measure of the energy available to a TC at any given time (e.g., Shay and Brewster 2010). Defined by Leipper and Volgenau (1972) as the integration of the thermal structure of the upper ocean from the 26°C isotherm to the surface, OHC quantifies the energy available to indirectly affect TC intensity (e.g., Brand 1971; Price...
An example of the importance of OHC and the upper-ocean thermal structure to numerical simulations of a developing TC comes from Hurricane Opal (1995), which underwent rapid, unexpected intensification in the Gulf of Mexico (Shay et al. 2000; Bosart et al. 2000). Opal was found to deepen 14 mb more in model simulations that included a Gulf of Mexico warm-core ring (WCR) than in those that did not (Hong et al. 2000).

One of the challenges confronting the operational TC community is to use observations of the upper ocean to improve TC predictions in coupled numerical models, a feat complicated by the scarcity of in situ temperature measurements in the data-sparse ocean. While SST can be derived from satellite measurements and upper-ocean thermal structure and OHC can be estimated using satellite-derived sea surface height anomalies (SSHAs) from satellites carrying radar altimeters (Goni et al. 2009), neither of these remote measurements is available in regions of heavy rain (Tournadre and Morland 1997; Jayne et al. 2003; Guan and Kawamura 2003; Levitus et al. 2009; Nagamani et al. 2012). For example, during Tropical Storm (TS) Emily, the only near-real-time measurements available in the vicinity of the TC for the 1200 UTC 3 August 2011 ocean model initialization were those made during this demonstration project (Fig. 2).

Current TC intensity prediction methods include both statistical and dynamical models. On the statistical modeling side, the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS) forecast model (DeMaria and Kaplan 1994; DeMaria and Kaplan 1999) uses parameters taken from climatology, persistence, the local atmospheric environment, sea surface temperature, and brightness temperatures from operational geostationary satellites to predict TC intensity out to 120 h. Since 2002, SHIPS has also included values of OHC, taken from daily analyses, as an intensity predictor. In 2002–03, the SHIPS intensity forecasts improved by up to 3.5% through 72 h as a result of including OHC as a predictor (DeMaria et al. 2005). Calculations of OHC from measurements taken during the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project were input into the SHIPS model, and the methodology and results from including the observations are presented in the next sections.

On the dynamical modeling side, coupled ocean–atmosphere models are able to predict not only the ocean response to hurricane passage (e.g., Price 1981; Sanford et al. 1987; Shay et al. 1992; Price et al. 1994; D’Asaro 2003) but also the atmospheric response to the ocean structure below (Shay et al. 2000; Hong et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2005; Walker et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2007; Shay 2009; Chen et al. 2010). Numerical modeling studies have shown...
that high values of upper-ocean heat content are associated with intensifying TCs (Hong et al. 2000; Emanuel et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2005). Similar studies have shown that TCs passing over regions of low values of heat content correspondingly weaken (e.g., Walker et al. 2005; Sun et al. 2006; Shay 2009). These results, while important, were primarily obtained using coupled models running in research mode, without the constraints of real-time and operational deadlines. As coupled numerical models are transitioned from primarily a research mode to an operational mode, initialization will require real-time measurements of the ocean to produce consistent, physically realistic intensity predictions. The value of real-time observations to TC forecasts has been well documented for the atmospheric component, with dropsonde observations contributing to improvements in TC forecasts in both the Atlantic (Aberson and Franklin 1999; Aberson and Etherton 2006; Aberson 2010) and the western Pacific (Wu et al. 2009; Jung et al. 2012) basins. Despite their importance, however, upper-ocean observations in the vicinity of a TC remain scarce (Fig. 2). Furthermore, oceanic mesoscale features—including the Loop Current, warm- and cold-core eddies in the Gulf of Mexico, and rings along the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio—cannot be captured accurately by climatology-based analyses (Yablonsky and Ginis 2008). One way to mitigate the lack of remotely sensed data in the near-TC environment is to use in situ AXBT measurements. The benefit of in situ measurements, particularly AXBT observations, was confirmed during the recent T-PARC, TCS-08, and ITOP experiments, which found that changes in intensity of existing TCs depended on subsurface eddy conditions (Black 2012). Results from these field programs provide support for sampling the upper ocean as part of routine TC observations. Measurements of upper-ocean temperature made during the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project were successfully input into the global Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM; Bleck 2002) and the Navy Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM; Barron et al. 2006) forecasts for use in two coupled dynamical prediction models: the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) model (Rappaport et al. 2009; Gopalakrishnan et al. 2010) and the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System-Tropical Cyclone (COAMPS-TC; see the appendix). The potential value of these AXBT observations also extends to a range of other dynamical prediction models, including the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory model (Bender et al. 2007) and the Advanced Hurricane WRF (AHW; Cavallo et al. 2013). The methodology and results from assimilating the AXBT data into these model analyses are presented in the next sections.

A detailed description of the logistics pathway needed to ensure operational, near-real-time availability of quality-controlled AXBT data to the Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVO) and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s (NCEP) Environmental Modeling Center (EMC) is provided in section 2. Results from the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project, which show small but positive impacts of including AXBT data on intensity predictions from both the coupled COAMPS-TC model and the statistical SHIPS model, will be discussed in section 3. Concluding remarks and suggestions for a future operational AXBT program are presented in section 4.

2. Methodology

Both the operational and computational methodologies described in this section evolved throughout the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project. The end state for the season is described below.

a. Equipment technical configuration

More than 100 Hermes and Sparton AXBTs (military designation AN/SSQ-36) were utilized for the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project from stocks at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in Monterey, California. Released manually from a tube in the rear of the pressurized interior of the WC-130J aircraft, the AXBT descends beneath a parachute to the ocean. Upon impact with the ocean surface, a saltwater battery is activated, which turns on the VHF transmitter, activates a wire squib, and, in turn, releases the temperature probe. Signal modulation begins the transmission of a frequency that is proportional to the temperature as the probe descends to approximately 800-m depth. Temperature data are transmitted from the probe to a surface float via a copper wire and from the float to the aircraft via one of three very-high frequency (VHF) radio frequency channels chosen by the project team and programmed into the AXBT by the loadmaster just before deployment from the aircraft. The equipment and system configuration used on board the aircraft during the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project were identical to those deployed for the T-PARC, TCS-08, and ITOP field programs in 2008 and 2010. Also, a nonmobile system using the same components and similar configuration was recently installed on board the NOAA WP-3D for use by the HRD and University of Miami investigators (Shay et al. 2012), and this system was used during the Dynamics of the Madden–Julian Oscillation (DYNAMO) field program in late 2011.

For each reconnaissance mission in which AXBTs were to be deployed, the NRL Mobile Ocean Observing
System (MOOS) was brought aboard the WC-130J and connected to the airframe in two places. First, a power cable connected the aircraft power to the MOOS Nova Electric power converter in which the 400-cycle aircraft power was converted to a 60-cycle, 120-V signal to power the components of the observing system. Second, a communication wire connected the aircraft VHF2 antenna to the MOOS input, a Sippican MK10 receiver within one of two MOOS portable cases. The demodulated audio output from the MK10 was then split with one branch connected to a Marantz PMD560 audio recorder to record the raw audio signal and the other branch connected to the Sippican MK21 data acquisition system for real-time processing. The digital output from the MK21 processor and system computer was then displayed on the MOOS system video monitor for visual inspection in real time by the equipment operator.

b. Data path

After transmission of AXBT data from the ocean to the aircraft was complete, the digital data were transferred to the MOOS system laptop and processed by the project team on board the aircraft using the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) System for At-Sea Environmental Analysis (SASEA) program. Raw temperature data were first despiked to remove data dropouts and were then smoothed. Significant-level data points denoting changes in the profile slope were detected and encoded in JJVV (BATHY) messages, similar to dropsonde TEMP DROP messages (however, only significant levels rather than both mandatory and significant levels are reported in the JJVV format), for transmission off the aircraft following the format defined in Annex VI of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission and World Meteorological Organization Guide to Operational Procedures for the collection and exchange of JCOMM Oceanographic Data (UNESCO 1999).

The JJVV messages were passed to the aerial reconnaissance weather officer (ARWO) via an external hard drive and transmitted as an ADMIN message via SATCOM from the aircraft to either the ground station at Keesler Air Force Base (AFB), Mississippi, or the portable ground station at the forward deployment base on St Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. The message was received by project personnel on the ground, and quality control of AXBT data was conducted in a manner patterned after that provided by the Chief, Aerial Reconnaissance Coordination All Hurricanes (CARCAH) for the quality control of atmospheric data. Similar to the treatment of atmospheric data, the degree of quality control of the ocean data was suitable for operational use and an operational timeline.

Following quality control, the JJVV-formatted AXBT observations were sent via e-mail to the NAVO Real-Time Data Handling System (RTDHS). The RTDHS receives more than 60,000 observations each day from XBTs, CTD sensors, ship observations, drifting buoys, fixed stations, profiling floats, and ocean gliders, and these data are pushed to multiple databases and numerical models at 2-h intervals (J. Illich, NAVO, 2012, personal communication). One challenge uncovered during the course of the 2011 project was an inadvertent delay in the submission of AXBT observations e-mailed to the RTDHS during the 2200–0000 UTC time period. This problem was detected in mid-August, and for the remainder of the 2011 season, any data transmitted between 2200 and 0000 UTC had to be input manually into the RTDHS by NAVO personnel (J. Illich, NAVO, 2011, personal communication). Most often, the time for the AXBT data to proceed along the pathway from deployment from the W-C130J to arrival at the RTDHS ranged between 1 and 10 h.

From the RTDHS, the AXBT observations from the 2011 Demonstration Project were input, along with all other ocean observations, into the Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation (NCODA; Cummings and Smedstad 2013) system, the data assimilation system for NCOM in COAMPS and global HYCOM. The NCODA assimilation system is tightly coupled to an ocean data quality system, where the data received from the RTDHS undergo further quality-control procedures as described in Cummings (2011).

An additional pathway was also developed and automated for these AXBT data from the RTDHS to the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC). The NDBC developed and automated a procedure by which the AXBT data were uploaded to the GTS to ensure both receipt at NCEP/EMC for inclusion in the HWRF model and unrestricted, worldwide access (Fig. 3).

c. AXBT data in the COAMPS-TC model

Of the 109 AXBTs deployed during the 2011 demonstration project, data from 84 passed operator QC and were successfully included in the RTDHS at NAVO (Table 1) for further use by NCOM, HYCOM, and COAMPS-TC and transmission to NDBC for upload to the GTS and further use by HWRF (Fig. 3). Data from the other 25 were not included because of equipment malfunction, signal processing errors, or quality control concerns. Of the 84 AXBTs that were successfully included in the RTDHS, data from 75 passed NCODA QC and were used in the real-time coupled COAMPS-TC model forecasts for four landfalling TCs (Tropical Storms Don, Emily, and Harvey, as well as Hurricane Irene), two training flights, and one transit flight (see the
appendix for COAMPS-TC model description). Data from the remaining nine AXBTs were rejected by the NCODA preprocessing program because of inconsistencies in vertical sampling, for example, when the AXBTs did not sample deep enough due to deployment either in shallow water or had limited number of sampling levels. These rejected AXBTs were, however, able to be included in hindcast experiments by relaxing the profile selection criteria for the maximum depth sampled in NCODA.

To assess the impact of AXBT temperature observations on COAMPS-TC track and intensity forecasts, multiple hindcast experiments were carried out for Tropical Storms Don and Emily and for Hurricane Irene. The two 5-day forecast experiments that were carried out for Tropical Storm Emily are examined in section 3. The control experiment included data from 10 AXBTs (8 assimilated in real time and 2 included only in the hindcast), while the data-denial experiment excluded the AXBT observations. Both model runs started at 1200 UTC 3 August 2011 when the center of Emily was about 200 km southeast of the Dominican Republic. Similar experiments were carried out for Hurricane Irene as the TC neared Cape Hatteras on 27 August 2011. The control experiment included data from 17 AXBTs (13 assimilated in real time and 4 included only in the hindcast), while the data-denial experiment excluded the AXBT observations. Both model runs began at 1200 UTC 27 August 2011, and were a warm start from the 0000 UTC 27 August 2011 forecast. An additional data-denial study was also conducted for a training flight on 11 August 2011 over the Gulf of Mexico, and this case is also examined in section 3. Data from 11 AXBTs deployed during that flight were included in the control experiment (10 that were assimilated in real time and 1 included only in the hindcast), while the
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**Fig. 3.** Data path for 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project observations from the WC-130J aircraft to coupled numerical models. Solid lines and arrows indicate capabilities; dashed lines indicate that NHC is the intended beneficiary of the improved model output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2011 AXBT flight No.</th>
<th>TC name</th>
<th>Takeoff time (UTC)</th>
<th>Takeoff date (2011)</th>
<th>Duration (h)</th>
<th>Mission type</th>
<th>No. of AXBTs deployed</th>
<th>No. of AXBTs in RTDHS</th>
<th>No. of AXBTs in COAMPS-TC in near–real time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Don</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>28 Jul</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Don</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>29 Jul</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pre-Emily</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1 Aug</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>Invest</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Emily</td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>3 Aug</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Emily</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>4 Aug</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Training 1</td>
<td>1437</td>
<td>10 Aug</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Training 2</td>
<td>1454</td>
<td>11 Aug</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Pre-Harvey</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>17 Aug</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Invest</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>19 Aug</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Irene</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>26 Aug</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Irene</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>27 Aug</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Irene</td>
<td>0630</td>
<td>28 Aug</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total AXBTs:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>109</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
data-denial experiment excluded the AXBT observations. Since there was no TC present during the training flight, the focus of this analysis was solely on the impact of the AXBT observations in assessing the upper-ocean thermal structure.

The COAMPS-TC setup for the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project used a triple-nest configuration with horizontal resolutions of 45, 15, and 5 km and a 60-level, terrain-following, stretched vertical coordinate system that had 20 levels below 2 km. The coarse mesh covered an area from 9.1°S to 51.8°N and from 17.5° to 102°W. The atmospheric boundary conditions were provided by the Global Forecast System (GFS). In addition to the atmospheric physics improvements described in Doyle et al. (2012), a new generalized microphysics scheme (J. Schmidt, NRL, 2012, personal communication) and the Eta Model Kain–Fritch scheme were used. While NCOM has a nesting capability, the nest feature was not enabled. Instead, a single domain was used that spanned from 1.5° to 44.7°N and from 30.4° to 99.6°W with a 6-km horizontal resolution. The vertical sigma–Z coordinate system consisted of 50 vertical levels with 29 sigma levels and 24 Z levels in the upper 100 m of the ocean. For the atmospheric area outside the NCOM domain, the sea surface temperature (SST) was updated at the coupled time step using the global NCOM (gNCOM) SST. The coupling interval was every 10 min. The lateral boundary conditions for NCOM were also provided by gNCOM. The COAMPS-TC system was run with a 12-h data assimilation cycle for both the atmosphere and ocean.

d. Use of AXBT data in SHIPS

During each mission, OHC was calculated on board the aircraft using the method of Leipper and Volgenau (1972):

$$\text{OHC}(x, y) = \rho c_p \int_{z_{26}}^{0} \left[ T_i(x, y, z) - 26 \right] dz,$$

where $T_i$ is the three-dimensional temperature (°C), $\rho$ is the density (kg m$^{-3}$) calculated using the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 1980 International Equation of State for Seawater (Millero and Poisson 1981) with salinity held constant at 35 psu, $c_p$ is the specific heat of water at constant pressure (4200 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), and $z_{26}$ is the depth (m) of the 26°C isotherm (Price 2009). While in flight, these in situ OHC values were compared to the NRL Intra-Americas Sea Ocean Nowcast/Forecast System (IASNFS; Ko et al. 2003, 2008) OHC analyses (Fig. 4a) to enhance situational awareness and make slight adjustments to release points along the flight track.

**FIG. 4.** (a) Ocean heat content (kJ cm$^{-2}$) from the IASNFS nowcast at 0000 UTC 11 Aug 2011 (courtesy D. Ko). The dashed white line indicates position of cross sections in (b)–(d). Ocean temperature from 0- to 200-m depths along 26°N between 88.0° and 91.1°W for the (b) IASNFS model, (c) AXBT observations, and (d) temperature difference (IASNFS model minus AXBT observed).
To assess the impact of AXBT temperature observations on SHIPS intensity forecasts for Tropical Storm Emily, multiple hindcast experiments were carried out. The OHC values used as predictors in the SHIPS model are taken from a satellite-enhanced climatology database (DeMaria et al. 2005). Using OHC values from this database at points along the forecast TC track, the operational SHIPS model reports an OHC intensity adjustment (IA), using the following formula (M. DeMaria, NOAA/NESDIS, 2012, personal communication):

$$IA = \frac{(O_p - \bar{O}_p)}{\sigma_{O_p}} (c \times \sigma_d),$$

where IA is the adjustment (kt) to the TC intensity arising from the inclusion of OHC as a predictor, $O_p$ is the measured OHC value, $\bar{O}_p$ the OHC predictor mean, $\sigma_{O_p}$ the OHC predictor standard deviation, $c$ the OHC coefficient, and $\sigma_d$ the standard deviation of the intensity change. Since AXBTs were not normally deployed along the forecast track during the 2011 demonstration project, a direct sensitivity study replacing the SHIPS OHC with the AXBT OHC at the analysis and forecast positions was not possible. It was possible, however, to evaluate the accuracy of the SHIPS OHC database at the AXBT deployment locations and to identify the associated errors in forecast IA that would result at each point. To do this, first, both SHIPS (model) and in situ (observed) IA values were calculated using database and AXBT OHC values for $O_p$. Then, a “forecast intensity discrepancy” was identified at each time step by subtracting the SHIPS IA value from the AXBT IA value through the 36-h forecast. Examining the forecast intensity discrepancies that resulted from differences in SHIPS and AXBT OHC values at multiple AXBT deployment locations gave a range of uncertainties at each forecast time. An “intensity uncertainty range” was then determined from the maximum and minimum differences in IA at each forecast time or until the TC made landfall. Thus, the intensity uncertainty range quantified the potential impact of AXBT data on SHIPS performance. Finally, even though Tropical Storm Emily made landfall 30 h after the mission, the potential impact on TC intensity was analyzed only for the SHIPS model rather than switching to the version of SHIPS with the inland decay component (Decay-SHIPS) upon landfall. The impact at each time step was small and compared favorably in magnitude to that observed within the COAMPS-TC studies.

e. Flight and drop geometry

Unlike research field programs, where flight patterns are routinely designed to optimize observations and data collection, the USAF WC-130J flight patterns during hurricane reconnaissance are determined by the mission of each flight. During the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project, reconnaissance missions fell into two categories: invest flights and fix flights. Invest missions are typically flown near 1000 ft to search for a closed circulation pattern near the ocean surface. During these low-level missions, flight-level and surface winds are the primary observation tools used to assess the circulation, and dropsondes are not often deployed. There were AXBT operations during two invest flights in 2011 (in pre-TS Emily and pre-TS Harvey). In these cases, AXBTs were deployed from 1000 ft at time increments that would ensure relatively even horizontal spacing and placement near boundaries of ocean features as indicated by the IASNFS OHC analysis when feasible.

Once a low-level center is identified, systems are either numbered or named (depending on intensity), and reconnaissance flights shift to fix missions. The principal goals of a fix mission are to locate the geographic center of the TC circulation and to observe the central pressure and a maximum surface wind. The National Hurricane Operations Plan (NHOP) requires these centers to be fixed at prescribed intervals and times: every 6 h based on synoptic times and at 3-h increments when the TC approaches land (OFCM 2011). The flight level for fix flights can range between 1000 and 10 000 ft and the pattern (known as an “alpha pattern”) resembles the shape of the Greek letter alpha, with radial legs typically extending 105 n mi from the TC center on intercardinal headings (OFCM 2011), and cross legs of nearly 150 n mi connecting the outermost points. During fix flights, dropsondes are deployed at the circulation center and may also be released in the eyewall during each pass through the eye of the storm. There were AXBTs deployed during seven fix flights in 2011, with release points at the outermost point of each radial leg, the midpoints of each cross leg, and occasionally at other locations (e.g., at previous AXBT drop locations, or while inbound on a radial leg), as feasible.

The manning, structure, and equipment configuration on board the WC-130J aircraft resulted in two constraints to AXBT operations. First, one loadmaster is typically assigned to each hurricane reconnaissance mission. In flight, one of the loadmaster’s primary tasks is to deploy atmospheric dropsondes and to process the incoming data, both of which are done from a work station toward the front of the aircraft, adjacent to the ARWO station. During the 2011 AXBT flights, the loadmaster deployed both the dropsondes as well as the AXBTs (which were released near the rear of the aircraft). In the current WC-130J configuration, there is no remote AXBT launch capability, so the loadmaster must physically move
to the rear of the aircraft to launch each AXBT. Therefore, concurrent dropsonde and AXBT launches usually were not feasible, and AXBT deployments were not conducted during dropsonde-intensive sections of the flight. When possible, the 53rd WRS did support the AXBT missions with an extra loadmaster, which eased this constraint; however, particularly during forward-deployed operations, a second loadmaster was not always available. If AXBT launches are adopted as an operational mission, augmenting the crew with a second loadmaster is recommended to facilitate the concurrent deployment and processing of both atmospheric and ocean profilers.

The second constraint resulted from the current AXBT launch tube configuration. While AXBTs frequently and successfully were deployed from altitudes in excess of 30 000 ft during T-PARC and TCS-08 (Black 2009), increased use of the launch tubes caused wear that degraded launcher reliability at high altitudes and precluded AXBT deployment from altitudes above 10 000 ft during the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project. Since transit to and from the TC region is typically conducted at high altitudes (often near 24 000 ft) for maximum fuel economy, this launch-tube constraint limited the AXBT deployment area to locations where the aircraft was near or below 10 000 ft, usually within a 100-n mi radius of the TC center. Since cloud cover can extend several hundred nautical miles from the TC center and prevent measurement of SST by remote sensors, there remains a data gap between the outer reaches of the radial flight pattern and the satellite coverage area. Flight plans to facilitate AXBT deployment in this data-sparse region are being investigated for future seasons. Also, a new AXBT launch tube has been developed by the 53rd WRS and is in the process of being approved by the Air Force Reserve Command.

f. 2011 summary

During the 28 July–28 August 2011 test period, 109 AXBTs were deployed during 12 missions into four TCs (Hurricane Irene, Tropical Storms Don and Emily, and pre-TS Harvey), two training flights, and one transit flight (Table 1). Of the 109 AXBTs, 84 were included in the RTDHS at NAVO (Table 1, Figs. 1 and 3) and were available for inclusion in the global NCOM, HYCOM, COAMPS-TC, and HWRF. The remaining 25 either failed the RTDHS quality control check or were not forwarded off the aircraft to the RTDHS due to equipment malfunction, signal processing errors, or quality control concerns. This initial success rate of 77% compared reasonably well to the U.S. Navy standard success rate of 87% for AXBTs within their prescribed 5-yr shelf lives. Of the 84 that passed the RTDHS quality control check, 75 (89%) were included in real-time NCOM and HYCOM forecasts, and the remaining 9 observations were assimilated during COAMPS-TC hindcast experiments.

3. Results

Data collected during the 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project provided the basis for several case studies, three of which are presented here. The first is an analysis of data collected during a squadron training flight on 11 August 2011 over the Gulf of Mexico. While there was no TC present, an examination of upper-ocean temperatures in NCOM, HYCOM, and IASNFS revealed the variability in upper-ocean thermal structure and the adjustments made to both the HYCOM and NCOM forecasts by including the AXBT data in the initialization. The second and third are analyses of data collected during operational flights into Tropical Storm Emily in the eastern Caribbean Sea on 3 August 2011 and Hurricane Irene along the U.S. east coast on 26–27 August 2011. In both TC cases, the inclusion of AXBT data not only improved the representation of the upper-ocean thermal structure, but also resulted in small improvements in track and intensity forecasts in the COAMPS-TC model (for Emily) and small improvements in intensity forecasts (for Irene).

a. Gulf of Mexico training flight

The Gulf of Mexico Loop Current was sampled by 13 AXBTs deployed during a loadmaster training flight on 11 August 2011, including 9 AXBTs that were deployed along an east–west line along 26°N at near 0.5°-longitude increments between 91.1° and 87.2°W. This region was selected for the training flight because it contained the northern portion of the Loop Current and featured a pronounced mesoscale cold-core ring (CCR) (illustrated in Fig. 4a as rings of high and low OHC, respectively).

The AXBT temperature measurements along 26°N were compared to the IASNFS model values. A horizontal cross section of temperatures along the flight path from the surface to 200-m depth in the model analysis indicated the 26°C isotherm was located at 65-m depth at 91°W, 120-m depth at 90.25°W, and between 40 and 50 m deep from 89.0° to 88.0°W (Fig. 4b). Interpolated AXBT data, however, revealed that the 26°C isotherm was actually located deeper than indicated by the IASNFS along much of the flight path, averaging 125 m deep between 89.5° and 88°W (Fig. 4c). Temperature differences between the IASNFS model and the AXBT observations (Fig. 4d) indicated that the model analysis was between +2° and −3°C different from the observations. The model analysis had a warm bias between
100- and 200-m depths at 91.0°W and a cold bias from 20- to 200-m depths between 90.0° and 88.0°W. This suggests a position error of the eddy by the model and a general underestimation of its intensity.

While the AXBT data were not assimilated into the IASNFS model, 10 of the 13 AXBT temperature profiles were assimilated into the 1200 UTC 11 August 2011 NCOM ocean model in real time, and 1 of the 13 profiles was included only in the hindcast study. A data-denial rerun of the COAMPS-TC model revealed the impact of the AXBT data on the upper-ocean thermal structure. At 100-m depth, the upper ocean was characterized by a pronounced WCR south of Louisiana (Fig. 5a) that was flanked on either side by cooler regions. The AXBTs were deployed across the center of this WCR during the training flight. Inclusion of the AXBT data resulted in the reduction of the temperature in the center and at the northeast and northwest edges of the WCR, cooling these areas by up to 1.5°C. On the southwest edge of the WCR, however, temperatures increased, warming by up to 0.5°C (Fig. 5b). These differences indicate that in the original NCOM analysis, the WCR core was too warm and its geographic extent was too large and displaced to the east at 100-m depth. This result was opposite of the IASNFS (Fig. 4), where the AXBT data showed the WCR representation to be too cold on the eastern edge and too large on the western edge in the IASNFS analysis.

In addition to NCOM, 11 AXBT temperature profiles were assimilated into a 24-h HYCOM forecast valid at 1800 UTC 11 August 2011. The resulting analysis field is shown in Fig. 6a. The model increment (defined as the
observation minus the model background field) indicated that without the AXBT data, the 100-m temperature at the center of the mesoscale WCR was up to 1.5°C too cold, while the peripheral regions to the northeast and south were nearly 2.0°C too warm (Fig. 6b). The effect of the AXBTs (at 100-m depth) was to shrink the NE–SW horizontal scale and warm the core of the WCR. These two corrections—adjustments to the location and intensity of the WCR—were the same two types of corrections made in the NCOM model. The results in Figs. 4–6 reveal notable differences in upper-ocean thermal structure between three ocean models (IASNFS, NCOM, and HYCOM) and AXBT observations. In particular, the AXBT data highlighted the spread between the representations of the Gulf of Mexico WCR in the three models, ranging from +2.0°C to −1.5°C from the surface down to 100-m depth. They also documented the improvement in the upper-ocean thermal structure representation in two different ocean models (NCOM and HYCOM) that came directly from the inclusion of the AXBT data in the analyses.

b. Tropical Storm Emily

In addition to the training flight on 11 August 2011, AXBT measurements were also made and assimilated in real time into NCOM during a fix flight into Tropical Storm Emily on 3 August 2011. At 1200 UTC 3 August 2011, Emily was located south of Puerto Rico with a central pressure of 1003 hPa and maximum sustained winds of 45 kt (Kimberlain and Cangialosi 2012). Visible and microwave satellite imagery confirmed that Emily was disorganized, consisting of a large cloud mass south and southwest of Puerto Rico (Fig. 7a) and a small region of cold cloud tops near 15°N, 68°W (Fig. 7b). The fix mission was flown in an alpha pattern, and 11 AXBTs were deployed between 0429 and 1120 UTC at the corners of the pattern and along each cross leg (Fig. 7c). Given the flight pattern and Emily’s northwest motion (Fig. 7d), some AXBTs were deployed 150 km ahead of, and others 150 km behind, the developing TC. Data from one AXBT failed the QC check on board the aircraft; however, data from eight AXBTs were successfully sent from the aircraft to the HF ground station at the St Croix 53rd WRS and forwarded to the RTDHS. Data from the remaining two AXBTs were processed as the aircraft returned to St. Croix and were submitted to the RTDHS after landing. Data from 8 of the 10 temperature profiles passed both the RTDHS and NCODA quality control filters and were used in real time for the 1200 UTC COAMPS-TC model cycle, and the remaining two were included only in the hindcast study.

The 1200 UTC 3 August 2011 COAMPS-TC ocean model with AXBTs indicated that the upper ocean in the vicinity of Emily was characterized by several relatively warm and cool regions. The SSTs varied between 27° and 31°C, with the warmest waters generally located south and east of Emily as well as between Cuba and Jamaica and west of Haiti (Fig. 7c). At 100-m depth, the warmest waters (26°–27°C) were located around and south-southwest of Hispaniola, between 14° and 18°N and 66° and 70°W (Fig. 7c). A region of cooler water (23.5°–24.5°C) at 100-m depth was located immediately south of Puerto Rico (Fig. 7c). Ocean heat content showed similar variability, with three areas of OHC above 100 kJ cm⁻² in the same locations as the warm 100-m temperatures, and the remainder of the Caribbean Sea generally less than 80 kJ cm⁻² (Fig. 7g). A data-denial sensitivity run of COAMPS-TC without the AXBT data showed that the inclusion of AXBT data resulted in changes in SSTs between −0.15° and +0.3°C (Fig. 7d). At 100-m depth, the AXBT observations resulted in a 0.2°–0.8°C temperature increase south of Puerto Rico (Fig. 7f). Additionally, COAMPS-TC with the AXBT data initialized the 100-m ocean temperatures 0.3°C cooler near 15°N, 66.5°W (Fig. 7f). A similar pattern was seen in OHC, where values were 5–15 kJ cm⁻² greater ahead of Emily, and 5 kJ cm⁻² less behind Emily (Fig. 7h) in the COAMPS-TC analysis with the AXBT data. The shape and “spotty” structure of the results of the data-denial experiment is a function of the radius of influence used by COAMPS-TC when assimilating the AXBT observations.

These changes can be seen in both the depth of the 26°C isotherm (Fig. 8a) and the OHC (Fig. 8b) at the AXBT deployment locations. Without including AXBT data, the depth of the 26°C isotherm in the NCOM model used in COAMPS-TC was too shallow for 9 of 10 AXBT profiles (Fig. 8a), with an average underprediction of −16.8 m and a range of −46.3 to 15.7 m (negative values indicate that the 26°C isotherm was located closer to the surface in the NCOM model than in the AXBT observation). When AXBT data were included in the NCOM, however, the 26°C isotherm moved deeper, closer to observed values, with an average difference between the NCOM model and AXBT observations of −10.4 m and range of −28.9 to 8.9 m. Ocean heat content in the NCOM model was also lower than AXBT observations for 9 of 10 AXBT profiles (Fig. 8b), with an average difference of −21.2 kJ cm⁻² and a range of −34.8 to 9.8 kJ cm⁻² (negative values indicate the NCOM model OHC was lower than the AXBT observed OHC). Similar to the 100-m temperatures, when AXBT data were included in the initialization, differences in OHC values between the NCOM model and AXBT observations decreased, with an average difference of −13.9 kJ cm⁻² and a range of −26.0 to 4.4 kJ cm⁻². These comparisons
FIG. 7. (a) Visible Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-13 (GOES-13) imagery [in units of GOES Variable Format (GVAR), scaled] of TS Emily from 1245 UTC 3 Aug 2011. (b) Brightness temperatures (K) from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program F-17 Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSM/IS) at 1020 UTC 3 Aug. Ocean temperatures (°C) at (c) the sea surface and (e) 100-m depth from the 1200 UTC 3 Aug initialization of COAMPS-TC (including AXBT observations). The numbered AXBT drop locations are denoted by black exes. Temperature differences (°C) at (d) the sea surface and (f) 100-m depth that resulted from the inclusion of AXBT observations in the 1200 UTC 3 Aug COAMPS-TC initialization. The TS Emily best-track positions are denoted by black circles (unfilled when below depression intensity); COAMPS-TC track with (blue circles) and without (red diamonds) AXBT data. (g),(h) As in (c),(d), but for OHC (kJ cm$^{-2}$).
reveal that including the AXBT observations in COAMPS-TC resulted in substantial improvements in the model representation of the upper-ocean thermal structure.

Even though Emily was a relatively weak TC during the mission on 3 August 2011 and despite its interaction with the Hispaniola landmass 30 h after the flights, slight improvement in both the 1200 UTC COAMPS-TC track and intensity forecasts resulted from assimilating the AXBT temperature observations into the NCOM analysis (Fig. 9). For example, the track forecast errors at 12, 18, 24, and 36 h were 10, 16, 9, and 84 km lower, respectively, as a result of including AXBT observations in COAMPS-TC (Fig. 9a). The track error at 6 h was unchanged, and the track error at 30 h was degraded by 40 km. Relative forecast improvements were 13.2%, 8.6%, 4.0%, and 24.7%, respectively, at 12, 18, 24, and 36 h. Intensity forecast results were mostly unchanged, with five of six forecast time steps varying by 1 kt or less. Two of the four forecast hours prior to landfall showed small (but statistically insignificant) improvements. The intensity forecast was 0.2 and 0.6 kt better at 12 and 24 h, respectively, and was degraded by between 0.1 and 1 kt at 6 and 18 h, respectively. Following landfall, however, (the 30- and 36-h forecast times), intensity errors were degraded by 1 and 4.2 kt, respectively (Fig. 9b). Perhaps the intensity forecast showed little sensitivity to the inclusion of AXBT data because of the weak initial intensity of Emily (45 kt), compounded by an even weaker initialization in the model (only 25 kt in the COAMPS-TC initialization). Weak wind speeds may have reduced the potential for surface fluxes to have a significant influence on the circulation of Emily. Another possible complication could have been the approach and crossing of Emily over the southern coast of Hispaniola.

**Fig. 8.** Comparison of COAMPS-TC (modeled) vs AXBT (observed) (a) depth of 26°C isotherm and (b) OHC for the COAMPS-TC model analyses without (clear squares) and with (black diamonds) AXBT data. The black diagonal lines mark the location where the model value equals the observed value. Black arrows indicate the change in the model following initialization with the AXBT data. The percent improvement for each drop is noted in the text box.

**Fig. 9.** (a) Track and (b) intensity forecast errors for the COAMPS model run initialized at 1200 UTC 3 Aug 2011 with (black diamonds) and without (squares with clear centers) AXBT data. The improvement (reduced error) or degradation (increased error) at each time step is noted above the x axis in each plot.
In addition to coupled dynamical models, the impact of AXBT observations on intensity forecasts of Tropical Storm Emily was also examined using the statistical SHIPS model. During each flight, an IA value was calculated for each in situ OHC observation, and then compared to the corresponding IA value calculated using OHC from the SHIPS database at each AXBT observation location. Maximum and minimum differences between IAs at each of the 10 deployment locations on 3 August 2011 (Table 2) were used to determine the intensity uncertainty range at this 36-h forecast time. Intensity differences ranged from near zero at the initial time to $1.7$ and $2.3$ kt at 36 h (Fig. 10). The SHIPS and AXBT intensity adjustments for the 36-h forecast time step are summarized in Table 2. While small, the 4.7-kt range at the 36-h forecast agrees reasonably well with the magnitude of impact the AXBT data had on the COAMPS-TC forecasts of Emily (Fig. 9b). This range also agrees with the impact OHC had on other TCs of similar intensity (DeMaria et al. 2005).

c. Hurricane Irene

Hurricane Irene made landfall as a category 1 hurricane over Cape Lookout, North Carolina, at 1200 UTC 27 August 2011 (Avila and Cangialosi 2011). In the 16 h prior to landfall and in the 8 h that followed, 30 AXBTs were deployed during two WC-130J operational hurricane reconnaissance missions (Table 1). Of these, 20 were forwarded to the RTDHS, and data from 15 passed both the RTDHS and NCODA quality control filters and were used in the COAMPS-TC model runs in real time. For the data-denial study, the COAMPS-TC was run using a 12-h data assimilation window. Nine AXBT observations were assimilated in the 0000 UTC 27 August 2011 ocean model, and eight AXBT observations were assimilated in the subsequent 1200 UTC 27 August 2011 ocean model, which used a warm start from the previous run.

The data-denial experiments examined here were initialized using the warm-start run from 1200 UTC 27 August 2011. At 100-m depth, the primary impact of the 0000 UTC AXBT observations was to cool the ocean behind the storm by $0.5$–$1.5$ $^\circ$C in the region between $30^\circ$ and $35^\circ$N near $76^\circ$W (Fig. 11). Downstream impacts were most evident to the east and northeast of the initial drop locations and varied in both sign and magnitude. The initial corrections resulting from the 1200 UTC 27 August 2011 AXBT observations were more limited in geographic extent at the analysis time, but also propagated downstream through the forecast cycle (not shown). At the analysis time, these corrections to the upper-ocean thermal structure were reflected in the improved representation of the depth of the $26^\circ$C isotherm at the seven AXBT locations (Fig. 12), where temperatures exceeded $26^\circ$C. In every case, the depth of the $26^\circ$C isotherm was too shallow in the model. Assimilation of the AXBT data in the COAMPS-TC model deepened the isotherm in each case and reduced the error by between 17% and 99%.

Unlike the Emily data-denial study in which the assimilation of AXBTs impacted track more than intensity, in the Irene case, the AXBT data had little impact on the TC track forecasts (Fig. 11), but made slight improvements to TC intensity forecasts over multiple time steps (Fig. 13). The improvements ranged between $0.6$ and $1.6$ kt between the 18- and 48-h forecasts. The overall improvement, while slight, was noteworthy because it
resulted only from changes to the upper-ocean thermal structure just prior to landfall and not from differences in TC track. Additionally, the eight AXBTs assimilated in the 1200 UTC 27 August 2011 run were all deployed to the east and south of the storm center, as the TC had already made landfall. Finally, the range of impact of AXBT data on COAMPS-TC intensity changes in both the Emily and Irene cases matched the range of impact of AXBT data seen in the SHIPS model.

4. Conclusions and future work

The 2011 AXBT Demonstration Project met both of its first-year objectives. Data from AXBTs deployed during operational aircraft reconnaissance were routinely assimilated on a real-time basis into two ocean models, NCOM and HYCOM, and one coupled model, COAMPS-TC. Furthermore, the assimilated data directly resulted in the improved representation of upper-ocean temperatures in both the NCOM and HYCOM models and had several positive impacts on COAMPS-TC track and intensity forecasts prior to landfall. When incorporated into the SHIPS model, the impact of the AXBT data on TC forecast intensity compared well to that observed in the corresponding COAMPS-TC forecast. The data also were uploaded to the GTS in near–real time for worldwide availability and were archived for HWRF hindcast studies (H.-S. Kim, NCEP/EMC, 2011, personal communication).

Between 28 July and 28 August 2011, 109 AXBTs were deployed in the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and North Atlantic Ocean. Of these, 84 passed the initial quality control check at the RTDHS and 75 were assimilated into real-time NCOM forecasts. Comparisons between AXBT observations and IASNFS analysis temperatures in the Gulf of Mexico on 11 August 2011 revealed temperature differences between $-4^\circ$ and $+2.5^\circ$ within the warm-core ring between the surface and 200-m depth. By assimilating AXBT data into the 1200 UTC 11 August 2011 NCOM and 1800 UTC 11 August 2011 HYCOM forecasts, 100-m temperatures near the WCR were adjusted between $-2^\circ$ and $+0.5^\circ$ in both modeling systems. The temperature differences between the AXBT data and the IASNFS, NCOM, and HYCOM model forecasts support the need for near-real-time data to improve the analysis of upper-ocean temperatures in air–sea coupled hurricane models such as coupled COAMPS-TC. If coupled models are to be the new standard in the future, real-time corrections from in situ observations will be important in improving ocean component model predictions.
In a similar manner, AXBT data from the WC-130J mission on 3 August 2011 for Tropical Storm Emily were assimilated into the COAMPS-TC model and resulted in changes in SST between 2.15° and 2.38°C, in 100-m temperature between 2.3° and 2.9°C, and in OHC between -6°C and +16 kJ cm⁻². As a result of including AXBT data, COAMPS-TC track forecasts improved at most forecast hours, including an 84-km improvement (24% relative improvement) at 36 h. Intensity forecast improvements were smaller, generally less than 1 kt (0.8%–2.6% relative improvement) and occurred in two of the four forecasts prior to landfall. Despite the small intensity improvements, however, the magnitude of improvement was in line with the range of potential improvement (~4 to +3 kt) from sensitivity studies using the SHIPS statistical model and occurred while the storm was within 36 h of landfall.

The improvement to the intensity forecast for Hurricane Irene resulted from the assimilation of AXBT data in consecutive model runs and suggests the potential utility of AXBT observations in consecutive operational TC reconnaissance missions, particularly over the open ocean. Assimilation of nine AXBT observations in the initial model run resulted in a cooler TC wake as well as multiple downstream impacts at 100-m depth in the subsequent analysis. Assimilation of eight AXBT observations to the east and south of the TC center improved the representation of the upper-ocean thermal structure at the analysis time, reducing the error in the depth of the 26°C isotherm by an average of more than 50% at the AXBT deployment locations. Together, even though all 17 AXBTs were deployed within 16 h of landfall, these observations improved the COAMPS-TC intensity forecasts for Hurricane Irene at three time steps between 18 and 48 h. Though the reduction in intensity error was slight (less than 2 kt in each case), the improvement was on the same order of magnitude as that in Emily as well as the range given by the SHIPS model. Furthermore, the improvements in upper-ocean temperature structure found for all three cases examined here were on the same order of magnitude as those found by other field campaigns to be associated with substantial improvements in intensity forecasts of strong TCs (Lin et al. 2012), suggesting the potential for utility in an operational setting.

The proximity in time and space of these observations to landfall highlights the need to conduct future AXBT operations in consecutive operational reconnaissance missions over TCs in the open ocean to further assess potential improvement in coupled model forecasts of TC track and intensity. Future AXBT missions could focus on increasing and optimizing model input through improved horizontal data resolution, for example, deploying AXBTs farther ahead of the storm, along the storm track, and in locations sampled on previous flights. Further, increased standardization and automation should enhance the quality control process. Finally, point intercomparisons between thermal profiles from AXBTs and other in situ sensors were not conducted during the operational flights; however, opportunities for intercomparison with buoy and ARGO float data will be sought in coming years.
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APPENDIX

COAMPS-TC Model Description and Setup

The fully air–ocean coupled COAMPS-TC system consists of two independent data assimilation systems (Daley and Barker 2001; Cummings and Smedstad 2013).
and forecast models for the atmosphere (Hodur 1997; Chen et al. 2003) and ocean (Martin 2000). The atmospheric data assimilation uses the Navy Atmospheric Variational Data Assimilation System-Tropical Cyclones (NAVDAS-TC) that relocates the background model TC to the observed location prior to initializing a TC circulation using 49 synthetic atmospheric wind, temperature, and moisture profiles (Liou and Sashegyi 2011). The location of TC and radius of gale force winds are based on the real-time warning message issued by the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) and National Hurricane Center (NHC). Similar to NAVDAS, NCODA uses the three-dimensional variational method to assimilate in situ and remotely sensed ocean observations of temperature, salinity, sea surface height, and currents. For the forecast models, the atmospheric component uses a different suite of improved atmospheric physics specifically calibrated for TC prediction (Doyle et al. 2012). The ocean component is NCOM, which is a hydrostatic model with a stretched sigma–Z vertical coordinate. The two-way coupling between the atmosphere and ocean is accomplished through the Earth System Modeling Framework (Chen et al. 2010). The momentum, heat and salt fluxes, sea level pressure, and sea surface temperature are exchanged between the atmospheric and ocean model at the user-specified time intervals. The coupled COAMPS-TC system is relocatable to any ocean basin. To improve the real-time efficiency, the coupled COAMPS-TC has the inner two meshes automatically following the tropical cyclone (TC). If there is more than one TC active in a given basin and at a given time, then multiple coupled COAMPS-TC runs are initialized for each TC.
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